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A free society is composed of several spheres: a free polity, a free economy,
and a free moral-cultural sphere. (Here is a topic for another day: In a society
like ours, it strikes me that the kind of cultural change needed involves working
to promote (1) an authentic understanding of freedom, (2) an appreciation of
the importance of the family for authentic personal development, and (3) a
culture of life.7) In this paper, I have tried to use a personalist argument to show
the primacy of the moral-cultural sphere for the development of authentic
personhood.

Notes
1. This is one of the central points in Jacques Maritain’s The Person and the Common Good.
2. In this account, I am blending together three strands of personalism. Maritain describes the
person in terms of two poles: the physical and the spiritual. Wojtyla describes the person in terms of
objectivity and subjectivity. See Wojtyla’s Love and Responsibility and The Acting Person. Kierkegaard
describes personhood as a synthesis of two poles, one of facticity and one of detachment. See
Kierkegaard’s Sickness Unto Death.
3. The classic definition of the person is, from Boethius, “an individual substance of a rational
nature.” For a discussion of the meaning of being “endowed with capacities,” see John Kavanaugh,
Who Counts As Persons? (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 2001). Father Kavanaugh
argues convincingly that humans whose capacities for rational activity are in development or impaired are still endowed with such capacities, and thus are deserving of the respect due to every
human person.
4. This claim is shared both by the Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition and by the tradition of existential personalism.
5. Maritain makes this point in a number of ways in his classic work, The Person and the Common
Good. I take this to be a central tenet of personalism.
6. I have borrowed this phrase from Gaudium et Spes, no. 52.
7. There was a strong tendency in the twentieth century to separate freedom from virtue, so that
freedom came to be understood merely as the ability to do whatever one wants to do. This unreflective tendency to distort the meaning of freedom has become a part of the broader culture, so that a
free society is seen by many to be a society where each is allowed to choose whatever he or she
wants, even death. In this way, when liberty is conceived of as license, the culture of tolerance
becomes a culture of death.
A key challenge for those of us who want to promote social justice in a society such as ours is to
promote reflection about the authentic meaning of the person, of dignity, and of freedom ordered
toward goodness and truth. In this way, it might be possible to promote a culture that appreciates
the importance of the family founded on marriage in which the mutual gift of self by husband and
wife creates an environment in which children can be born and develop their abilities. Such a
culture would be a culture of life.
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I want to make only two points with respect to Professor Beabout’s paper.
The first is a quibble and the second is an idea to which reflection on the paper
has given rise.
The quibble has to do with Professor Beabout’s discussion of the common
good. I suspect that our difference on this point is one of language and is a
matter of clarification rather than of disagreement. The way the paper states the
relationship between the individual person and the common good is this: The
common good is “greater” than individual interests, but the good of authentic
personal development is greater than the common good. I worry that this formulation does not sufficiently nuance the relationship between the person and
the common good. More precisely, I worry that this formulation could be interpreted in such a way that it could allow the following kind of reasoning: It is
good to be concerned about the common good, but in those cases where the
common good and the personal good come into conflict, it is better to choose
the personal good, because it is, in the final analysis, the more important (for
the reasons Professor Beabout cites).
The language of “greater than” opens the possibility of conflict between the
common good and the genuine personal good. This is a possibility, it seems,
that Maritain (on whom the paper draws) would deny. Let us consider more
carefully Maritain’s discussion in The Person and the Common Good. The common good, he states, is “subordinate” to the personal good, but not as a “pure
means”—that is, not as means to end—but as an “infravalent end.”1 Thus, within
its own order, the common good is an end, not a means. Yet, considering the
spiritual and eternal end of the person (as Professor Beabout notes), the good
of the person transcends the common good of society. There is, of course, much
more that could be said here—for instance, a discussion of the definition of the
common good itself. I will leave it to the discussants and the moderator to
determine if we should pursue that line. I will end this point with two quotes
that I see as crucial for understanding the relation between the person and the
common good. The first is from Maritain in The Person and the Common Good:
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The person as person insists on serving the common good freely. It insists on this while tending toward its own fullness, while transcending
itself and the community in its movement toward the transcendent Whole.
The person as an individual is necessarily bound, by constraint if need
be, to serve the community and the common good since it is excelled by
them as the part by the whole.
This paradox, this tension, and this conflict are something natural
and inevitable. Their solution is not static but dynamic.2

More concisely, there is this statement, in a letter from Yves Simon to Maritain:
“To the degree that a created person is a person there is a tendency toward
coincidence of personal good and common good.”3
The second issue, the idea to which the paper gave rise, has to do with the
very nature of the economic personalist enterprise. It raises questions such as:
What will be its preferred subject matter? What will be its thrust?
I propose that the following argument, if not made explicit, is nonetheless
contained in Professor Beabout’s paper. One premise is: The most important
ingredient for a just society is a healthy moral-cultural sphere. Another premise
is: The most important ingredient for a healthy moral-cultural sphere is a strong
family life. The conclusion, then, is that the most important ingredient for a
just society is a strong family life.
This paper has prompted me to think that perhaps a discussion of family
life as a key factor in the creation and maintenance of a free and virtuous society ought to be an important part of economic personalism. Perhaps, then, a
sentence on the family should be part of the statement of principles that this
conference aims to produce. A logical place for such a sentence, it seems, would
be under the heading “primacy of culture.” Another possibility would be under
“the importance of social institutions.”
Notes
1. Jacques Maritain, The Person and the Common Good, trans. John J. Fitzgerald (London: Geoffrey
Bles, 1948), 44.
2. Ibid., 54.
3. Yves R. Simon to Jacques Maritain, 11 December 1945. Quoted in Ralph McInerny, “The Primacy of the Common Good,” in The Common Good and U.S. Capitalism, eds. Oliver F. Williams and
John W. Houck (Lanham, Md.: University of America Press, 1987), 82, n. 19. The statement was one
of a series Simon drafted to mediate an agreement between Maritain and Charles De Koninck.
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Statement of Principles for Economic Personalism
Dignity of the Person - The human person, by virtue of being created imago
Dei, is an independent substance, individually unique, rational, the subject of
moral agency, and a co-creator. Accordingly, he possesses intrinsic value and
dignity, implying certain rights and duties with respect to the recognition and
protection of the dignity of himself and other persons. These truths about the
dignity of the human person are known through revelation, but they are also
discernible through reason.
Social Nature of the Person - Although persons can find ultimate fulfillment
only in communion with God, one essential aspect of the development of persons is our social nature and capacity for action directed to disinterested ends.
The person achieves fulfillment through participation in moral goods that are
at the root of human flourishing, and interaction with other persons. There are
voluntary relations of exchange, for example, such as market transactions that
fundamentally realize economic value. But these relations of exchange may also
give rise to moral value as well. There are also voluntary relations of mutual
dependence, such as promises, friendships, marriages, and the family, which
fundamentally constitute moral goods. But these, too, may also coincide with
the realization of other sorts of value, such as religious, economic, aesthetic,
and so on.
Importance of Social Institutions - Owing to the social nature of the person,
various social institutions have developed within human societies. The institutions of civil society, especially the family, are the primary sources of a society’s
moral culture. While these social institutions are neither created by nor derive
their legitimacy from the state, government must both respect their autonomy
and provide the support necessary to ensure the free and orderly operation of
all social institutions in their respective spheres.
Human Action - Human persons are by nature acting persons. Through human
action, the person is able to actualize his potentiality by freely choosing the
moral goods that fulfill his nature.
Subsidiary Role of Government - The government’s primary responsibility is
to promote the common good, that is, to maintain the rule of law and to preserve basic duties and rights. Although the government’s role is not to usurp

